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GROUP-A/ fu1-/ fQHT-5 

1x55 
1. Answer any five questions from the following: 

(a) State Zeroth law of thermodynamics. 

1 
(b) What is cyclic process? 

(c) Which one has greater slope between the two curves -isothermal or adiabatic? 

3PT1 (Adiabatic) 9R ATA (isothermal) efF ZbA NTI ADa a (Slope) 

1 

(d) State the principle of equipartition of energy. 

7APfoa (Equipartition of energy)-1G RJE F1 

1 

(e) Write down the Stefan-Boltzmann's Law. 

FoM-AOA (Stefan-Boltzmann)-43 9Td FRI 

1 

() Name one particle that follows Bose-Einstein Statistics. 

A7-RRA RJA (Bose-Einstein Statistics) CATA BTT A 9F0 PA AA GCEN 

1 

(g) What is thermodynamic probability? 

115O I (Thermodynamic probability) FIT ? 
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GROUP-B/fs1-/fàHTT-7 

5x3 15 Answer any three questions from the following 

2. (a) What is a Carnmot engine? 
FI6 (Camot) sa (engine) TIU TN? 

4 (6) Calculate the work done at different stages ofa Carnot cycle. 

5F (Carnot cycle)-43 ASH T CRUA FOTr AA PA NGI 

3. (a) What is Enthalpy of system? 
etAl RI(System)-3 4gJ1=nfA (enthalpy) e1c5 0 

2 (b) Write down the four equations of Maxwell in thermodynamics. 
9itfi (Thermodynamics) Ft4FR TSTT (Maxwell)-93 BTT T RI 

2 (c) What is Joule-Thomson effect? 

(Joule)-a (Thompson) f1 (efect) RT=T° 3TIRI 

4. (a) Define root mean square (r.m.s.) velocity of gas molecule. 

4 (6) Using Kinetic Theory of gases, show that pressure of a gas P =pc? 

Where p is the density of the gas and c is r.m.s. velocity of gas molecules. 

5ICRA STO E (Kinetic Theory of gas) RT eA1d A 4T SUTR T1s as 51 

velocity) 

1+4 Write down the expression of Planck's black body radiation, hence derive the 
Wien's displacement law from it. 

nae fafsa1 (Blackbody radiation) ¥MME FIR0 (Planck)-a ud 4R GNA (NGT 
G (Wien)-94 ¥a- (displacement law)-161 elbeI 71 
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3 
6. (a) Write down the Maxwell's velocity distribution of gas molecules. Explain it 

graphically. 

UG/ 

(6) Discuss the limitations of Maxwell-Boltzmann's statistics. 

GROUP-c/Au1-1/ f¥T7-T 
10x2 20 Answer any two questions from the following 

2+3 7. (a) Explain why there are two different specific heats of a gas and establish the relation 

between them. 

2+3 (b) What do you mean by degree of freedom of a gas molecule? Hence show that 

y=1+, where x is the degree of freedom of the gas and is the ratio of the two 

specific heats of the gas. 

sIA AoA II (Degree of freedom) 3T0 GN? eaid 3, AAI H 

2 8. (a) What do you mean by thermodynamic potential? 

o R (Thermodynamie potential) 3KN? 

4 (b) Derive Clausius-Clapeyron's equation. 

3 (c) What arc internal and external latent heat? Explain. 

we (Internal) qfAyo (external) ol1 (latent heat) itT T 
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(d) What is mean free path? 

CAS (mean free path)-43 7Rs (T 

4 9. (a) A reversible engine converts one-sixth of heat into work. When the temperature of 
the sink is reduced by 62 K, its efficiency is doubled. Find the temperature of the 
source and sink. 

(sink)-4 7ATAT 62 K a PM H P1 faest zeoa De (souroe) s R 

3 (b) What is entropy? What is the physical significance of it? 

3 (c)Write down the third law of thermodynamics. What is its importance 

3 10.(a) Define and explain the terms Macro- and Micro- state with suitable example. 

T BaR UICT (Macro) R ARCEI (Micro) I (State) ®I ANIe1 

2 (b) What is the difference between classical statistics and quantum statistics? Explain. 

TAID (Classical) e toA (quantum) UA (statistics)-43 TTH 7ef 

(c)Write down the distribution function of Fermi-Dirac distribution and plot the 

distribution function for different temperatures. From 

Fermi-energy. 

2+2+1 

this plot, define 

rM-Tat (Fermi-Dirac) 31 F-D Rsta (Distribution)-8 uid FN 9R AH TPATN 

f481 APT (Function)-a (plot) q7 71 RD RT 
Femi-energy)-44 Re3| 7}| 
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